
Microservice Development

Objectives
Key objectives of this chapter
 Principles of Microservices Architecture Design
 Business Domain-Centric Design
 Designing for Failure
 Managing Distributed Services with Docker & Kubernetes 

(OpenShift)
 Microservices and their relationship to the front-end
 Single Page Applications (SPA)
 Example of Microservices Architecture

1.1 What are Microservices?
 Small, autonomous services which work well together.
 Being able to change individual components independently.
 Independent processes
 Communicate over APIs, rather than using databases directly
 High degree of autonomy
 Small, focused on doing one thing well
 A form of SOA. Typical SOA-based applications used to be monolithic.
 Microservices concept facilitates in adopting Agile Software Development.



1.2 Microservices vs Classic SOA

SOA Microservices
XML JSON
Complex to integrate Easy to integrate
Heavy Lightweight
HTTP/SOAP HTTP/REST

1.3 Principles of Microservices Architecture Design
 Modeled around business domain
◊ Domain-driven design that can help you find stable, reusable 

boundaries
 Culture of automation
◊ Moving parts means Automation is key

 Hide implementation details
◊ One of the pitfalls that distributed systems can often fall into is tightly 

coupling their services together, robbing them of their autonomy. 
Working out how to hide internal implementation details is one step on 
the way to avoiding this problem.

 Decentralize all the things
◊ To achieve many of the benefits of these architectures, autonomy is 

key. And to achieve this you often need to push power out of the center, 
but organizationally and architecturally.

 Deploy independently
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◊ The most important characteristics your microservices need. 
 Consumer first
◊ Microservices need to work together and to make that work we need to 

make them easy to consume
 Isolate failure
◊ Embracing a microservice architecture doesn’t automatically make your 

systems more stable, in fact, the opposite can be the case. 
Understanding how to isolate a failure in your system is key to ensure 
that your system doesn’t become a fragile edifice.

 Highly observable
◊ With many moving parts, understanding what is happening in your 

system can be much more challenging. 

1.4 Business Domain-Centric Design
 Microservices are built around business capabilities 
 Each component runs as a separate application, clustered to as many 

nodes as required
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1.5 Designing for failure
 Microservices architecture based components are designed for failure.
 Any service can fail, anytime
 The client application has to respond as gracefully as possible
 It's important to be able to detect the failures quickly and, if possible, 

automatically restore service 
 Microservices applications put a lot of emphasis on real-time monitoring
 Netflix's Chaos Monkey induces failures of services during the working day 

to test the application's resilience and monitoring

1.6 Microservices Architecture – Pros
 Multiple developers and teams can deliver relatively independently of each 

other
 Can be written in different programming languages
 Can be managed by different teams
 Can use different data storage technologies
 Centralized management is minimal
 Independently deployable by fully automated deployment machinery
 Works well with Continuous Delivery
 Allows frequent releases while keeping the rest of the system available 

and stable
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1.7 Microservices Architecture – Cons
 Distributed system complexity
 Inter-service communication complexity
 Distributed transactions between services don't exist 
 Significant operations overhead
 Difficult testing – interactions between the services. May require mock 

testing, if service doesn't exist 
 Robust error handling and recovery is required 
 Sophisticated real-time monitoring required

1.8 Docker and Microservices
 Docker containers drives the adoption of microservices and vice versa
 Docker puts significant emphasis on the "Unix philosophy" of shipping 

containers, i.e. "do one thing, and do it well".
 Docker documentation itself says:
◊ Run only one process per container. In almost all cases, you should 

only run a single process in a single container. Decoupling applications 
into multiple containers makes it much easier to scale horizontally and 
reuse containers

 Such principles at Docker's core philosophy makes it much closer to the 
microservice architecture than a conventional, large monolithic 
architecture.

 When aiming for "doing one thing" it doesn't make sense to containerize 
the entire, huge, enterprise application as a single Docker container.
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 You would want to first modularize the application into loosely coupled 
components that communicate via standard protocols, which in essence, 
is what the microservices architecture delivers.

 Docker containers and microservices architecture are two ends of the road 
that leads to the same ultimate goal of continuous delivery

1.9 Microservice Deployment with Docker – Workflow
 A typical workflow for microservice deployment with Docker would involve 

following
◊ The code is checked into the source code repository. If this is the 

project's first check-in, it is done along with Dockerfile for the project 
◊ The preceding check-in triggers the build engine, such as 

Maven/MSBuild, to build the service from the source code and run 
unit/integration tests

◊ If tests are successful, the Docker image is created and pushed to a 
Docker registry.

◊ If QA tests pass as well, the container is promoted to deploy and start in 
production.
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1.10 Writing Dockerfile
FROM openjdk:8
RUN mkdir -p /opt/my/service
ADD target/myservice-0.0.1-SNAPSHOT.jar /opt/my/service/
EXPOSE 8080
CMD ["java", "-jar", "/opt/my/service/myservice-0.0.1-
SNAPSHOT.jar"]

 The above Dockerfile does following
◊ Uses openjdk:8 image from the Docker hub
◊ Creates a directory for storing custom service files
◊ Copies myservice*.jar file into the container 
◊ Makes port 8080 so it can be accessed from outside the container 
◊ Executes the custom service by using java command line tool.

1.11 Kubernetes
 Kubernetes offers container orchestration
 Kubernetes provides a platform for automating deployment, scaling, and 

operations of application containers across clusters of hosts
 Kubernetes supports a range of container tools, including Docker
 Microservices require a reliable way to find and communicate with each 

other.
 Microservices in containers and clusters can make things more complex 

as we now have multiple networking namespaces to bear in mind.
 Communication and discovery requires traversing of container IP space 

and host networking.
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 Kubernetes benefits from getting its ancestry from the clustering tools 
used by Google for the past decade. Many of the lessons learned from 
running and networking two billion containers per week have been distilled 
into Kubernetes

1.12 What is OpenShift
 OpenShift is a computer software product from Red Hat
 It provides a container-based software deployment and management 

solution 
 In short, it's a container orchestration software
 It is a supported distribution of Kubernetes using Docker containers and 

DevOps tools
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1.13 OpenShift Architecture
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1.14 Microservices and Various Applications
 There are various types of applications, such as:
◊ Web applications
◊ Rich client applications
◊ Rich internet applications
◊ Mobile applications
◊ Services applications

 Almost all these application types can benefit from Microservices 
architecture. 
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1.15 Web Applications
 This web application is typically initiated from a web browser that 

communicates with a server using the HTTP protocol. 
 The bulk of the application resides on the server, and its architecture is 

typically composed of three layers: 
◊ presentation -  contains modules that are responsible for managing 

user interaction
◊ business - contains modules that handle aspects related to the 

business logic
◊ data layers - contains modules that manage data that is stored either 

locally or remotely. 
 In addition, certain functionality that is common to modules across the 

layers is organized as cross-cutting concerns. 
 This cross-cutting functionality includes aspects related to security, 

logging, and exception management. 
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1.16 Web Applications – Reference Architecture
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1.17 Web Applications – When to use?
 You should consider using this type of application when:
◊ You do not require a rich user interface.
◊ You do not want to deploy the application by installing anything on the 

client machine
◊ You require portability of the user interface.
◊ Your application needs to be accessible over the Internet.
◊ You want to use a minimum of client-side resources.
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1.18 Rich Client Applications
 Rich client applications are installed and run on a user’s machine.
 Because the application runs on the user’s machine, its user interface can 

provide a high-performance, interactive, and rich user experience. 
 A rich client application may operate in stand-alone, connected, 

occasionally connected, or disconnected mode. 
 When connected, it typically communicates with remote services provided 

by other applications.
 Rich client application modules are structured in three main layers or in a 

cross-cutting grouping, similar to a web application
 Rich client applications can be “thin” or “thick.” 
 Thin-client applications consist primarily of presentation logic, which 

obtains user data and sends it to a server for processing. 
 Thick-client applications contain business and data logic and typically 

connect to a data storage server only to exchange information that needs 
to be persisted remotely. 

 The figure below, presents the components associated with the modules in 
rich client applications.
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1.19 Rich Client Applications – Reference Architecture
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1.20 Rich Client Applications – When to use?
 You should consider using this type of application when:
◊ You want to deploy your application on the users’ machines.
◊ You want your application to support intermittent or no network 

connectivity.
◊ You want your application to be highly interactive and responsible.
◊ You want to leverage the user’s machine resources (such as a graphics 

card).
 Since these applications are deployed on the user’s machine, they are 

less portable and deployment and updating are more complicated. 
 A range of technologies to facilitate their installation are available, 

however.
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1.21 Rich Internet Applications
 Rich Internet applications (RIAs) typically run inside a browser and may be 

developed using code that is executed by the browser such as 
Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX). 

 These applications are more complex than standard web applications and 
support rich user interaction and business logic. 

 They are, however, typically restricted with respect to accessing local 
resources because of security concerns.

 Typical RIAs are structured using the same three layers and modules 
found in web applications

 In RIAs, some business logic may be executed on the client machine, and 
some data may be stored locally. 

 Like rich client applications, RIAs may range from relatively thin to quite 
thick clients.
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1.22 Rich Internet Applications – Reference Architecture
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1.23 Rich Internet Applications – When to use?
 You should consider using this type of application when:
◊ You want your application to have a rich user interface but still run 

inside a browser.
◊ You want to perform some of the processing on the client side.
◊ You want to deploy and update your application in a simple manner, 

without having to perform installations on the user machine.
 However, there are some limitations associated with this type of 

application:
◊ Access to local resources can be limited, because the application may 

run in a sandbox.
◊ Loading time is non-negligible.
◊ Plug-in execution environments may not be available in all platforms.
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1.24 Mobile Applications
 A mobile application is typically executed on a handheld device and 

usually, works in collaboration with a support infrastructure that resides 
remotely. 

 These applications are structured using modules and layers similar to 
those found in a web application, although many of the components 
derived from these modules may be optional depending on whether a thin-
client or a thick-client approach is followed. 

 At a minimum, the components responsible for user interaction are 
typically present. 

 Communication with the support infrastructure is frequently unreliable, and 
these applications normally include some type of local data store that is 
periodically synchronized with data in the support infrastructure.
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1.25 Mobile Applications – Reference Architecture
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1.26 Mobile Applications – When to use?
 You should consider using this type of application when:
◊ You want your application to run in a handheld device.
◊ The network connectivity is unreliable, so the application needs to run 

in both offline and occasionally connected modes.
 However, there is a substantial limitation associated with this type of 

application:
◊ Resources on the handheld device may be limited

1.27 Service Applications
 Service applications are non-interactive applications that expose 

functionality through public interfaces (i.e., services). 
 Services may be invoked by service consumer components remotely or 

from the same machine in which the service application is running.
 Services can be SOAP or REST based. XML or JSON is often used as the 

data interchange format.
 Services, often, promote interoperability.
 Similar to the other types of reference architectures, service applications 

are structured using layers. 
 These applications are not interactive, so the presentation layer is not 

needed. 
 It is replaced by a service layer that contains components responsible for 

exposing the services and exchanging information, similar to the server 
part of RIAs.
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1.28 Service Applications – Reference Architecture
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1.29 Service Applications – When to use?
 You should consider using this type of application when:
◊ Your application is not used by humans but rather by other systems 

and, as a consequence, does not have a user interface.
◊ Your application and the clients should be loosely coupled.

 Except in cases where services are consumed by applications that reside 
in the same machine, network connectivity is required for the clients to 
communicate with the service application.
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1.30 Single Page Applications
 The SPAs are web applications that have a single web page and all views 

render dynamically when the user interacts with the application.
 SPAs use AJAX to call backend data through services and most of the 

work is done on the client side:

1.31 Single Page Applications – Benefits
 SPAs are responsive in nature, as most of the resources, including CSS, 

JavaScript, and Images, are only loaded once throughout the application 
lifespan

 A SPA reduces the size of response by making AJAX requests to the 
server and receives a JSON response

 SPAs make it easy to scale and cache resources
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1.32 Traditional Enterprise Application Architecture
 Classical architecture
 Typical 3 layers:
◊ client-side UI (Browser, HTML + JS)
◊ a database (RDBMS, NoSQL …)
◊ server-side application (Java, .NET, PHP, …)

 Any changes to the system involve building and deploying a new version 
of the application. Changes are expensive.

 Scaling requires scaling of the entire application, rather than parts of it that 
require greater resource.

 Long release cycles. 
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1.33 Sample Microservices Architecture
 Applications naturally start as Monoliths, they scale and evolve to 

Microservice architecture 
 Applications are decomposed to components – smaller independent 

service applications.
 Components are loosely coupled.

1.34 Microservices Example – AWS Lambda
 AWS Lambda is a compute service that lets you run code without 

provisioning or managing servers.
 AWS Lambda executes your code only when needed and scaled 

automatically, from a few requests per day to thousands per second.
 You pay only for the compute time you consume - there is no charge when 

your code is not running. 
 With AWS Lambda, you can run code for virtually any type of application 

or backend service - all with zero administration. 
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 AWS Lambda runs your code on a high-availability compute infrastructure 
and performs all of the administration of the compute resources, including 
server and operating system maintenance, capacity provisioning and 
automatic scaling, code monitoring and logging. 
◊ All you need to do is supply your code in one of the languages that 

AWS Lambda supports (currently Node.js, Java, C# and Python).

1.35 Summary
 Small, autonomous services which work well together.
 Microservices are designed for failure 
 Docker containers play a very important role in implementing 

Microservices architecture 
 Kubernetes provides a container orchestration solution. It has built-in 

functionality for implementing fault-tolerance and load balancing.
 OpenShift makes configuration and management of Docker containers 

and Kubernetes much easier. 
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